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Abstract: The concept behind the face age classification system is that every person has a distinct ethnicity and face. An individual's face 

has numerous distinctive structures and traits, much like their fingerprint. The task of determining facial age is difficult. Systems for facial 

recognition must function with extreme precision and accuracy, enable lightweight, portable devices, and be user-friendly. In comparison 

to a situation where just one photograph of each person is saved in the database, images captured while accounting for changing facial 

expressions or lighting circumstances allow the system to be more precise and accurate. The complete process of creating an Android 

mobile application for categorizing people as either adults, teenagers, or children is described and explained in full in this article, depending 

on the traits of their faces. Both the development tools and face classification techniques that have been employed in the creation of Android 

mobile applications are discussed and explained. The software solution explains the specifics of utilizing the OpenCV library and uses 

photos to display the actual outcomes of the mobile application. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the most exciting and significant areas of research 

over the past ten years has been facial age detection systems. 

Several factors stem from the demand for automatic facial 

age detection which is important in areas, such as security 

and access control systems based on age detection, as well 

as human-computer interaction and disciplines, including 

medicine, computer vision, pattern recognition, image 

processing, and machine learning, are included in the 

studies. The incorporation of technology into numerous 

facets of our lives in the modern digital age has produced 

amazing developments. The usage of Android mobile 

applications for age prediction is one such fascinating use. 

This ground-breaking method uses the strength of deep 

learning, picture analysis, and the pervasiveness of 

smartphones to precisely estimate a person's age group 

based on facial traits. The exciting field of age prediction 

utilizing Android mobile applications is examined in this 

paper, along with its potential ramifications and advantages. 

The OpenCV library will be used in this study to investigate 

the feasibility of integrating a facial age classification 

system on a mobile device on the Android operating system. 

The Mechanism of Age Prediction 

Deep learning and computer vision are the foundations of 

age prediction [1], [2] utilizing Android mobile 

applications. These programs make use of deep learning 

algorithms that have been developed using enormous 

datasets of facial photos and age labels. The algorithms 

learn complex patterns and traits that alter as a person age 

during this training process. 

1.1. Applications and Consequences 

Entertainment and social media: Android age prediction 

apps are frequently marketed as amusing tools that provide 

users with a glimpse of who they might become in the 

future. These apps are increasingly popular on social media 

sites because they let users share their aged images with 

friends and followers, sparking trends and amusing 

conversations.   

Industry of cosmetics and skincare: The technology 

underpinning age prediction apps has potential uses in the 

field of cosmetics and skincare. These resources can help 

consumers make decisions by helping them visualize the 

possible effects of various items and therapies. 

Age prediction applications, while largely used for 

entertainment, could spark conversations about health and 

fitness. Users who receive forecasts that are noticeably older 

than their real age may think about altering their way of life 

to look younger. 

Privacy and ethical issues: Privacy issues come up with any 

technology that uses personal data. Age prediction app 

creators must place a high priority on user data protection 

and guarantee open data usage. 

Applications in Research and Medicine: Age prediction 

algorithms may one day be used in studies that are related 

to medicine. Analysing face changes over time may help 
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with health research and offer insights into the ageing 

process. 

2. Literature Review 

With the use traditional machine learning techniques 

frequently include the manual definition of features, which 

might not always be the best representations of the 

challenges at hand. However, CNN and other deep neural 

networks for image identification can only make modest 

assumptions. Through a training process, the best network 

configuration is discovered using processed information. A 

unique kind of feed-forward network called a convolutional 

neural network (CNN or ConvNet) is employed mostly to 

assess visual imagery [4]. Similar to regular neural 

networks, convolutional neural networks are composed of 

neurons with biases and weights that can be learned. 

Because of their distinct methodology, ConvNets 

outperform the other deep neural network architectures. 

ConvNets connect several pixels rather than examining each 

pixel individually so they can comprehend a larger picture. 

Open Computer Vision 

A popular open-source package called OpenCV (Open-

Source Computer Vision) [3], [4] offers a wide range of 

tools and functions for computer vision jobs. In modern 

technology's backbone, computer vision enables machines 

to analyse and comprehend visual data from the outside 

environment [5]–[8]. The sophisticated library OpenCV, 

created by Intel, provides several methods to make image 

and video analysis easier. In this essay, the contribution of 

OpenCV to the development of computer vision is 

examined. The following are some of the core features and 

functionality offered by OpenCV:  

image manipulation, object detection, feature extraction, 

and machine learning integration.  Because it supports 

numerous programming languages, including Python [8], 

C++, and Java, it is usable by a wide variety of developers. 

The extensive set of algorithms and tools provided by 

OpenCV serves as a base for creating reliable computer 

vision applications. 

Image Preprocessing, Transformation, and Enhancement: 

OpenCV is a master at handling images. OpenCV [9], [10] 

makes difficult image manipulation jobs simpler, from 

elementary operations like resizing and cropping to 

sophisticated methods like image filtering, thresholding, 

and morphological operations. 

Image stitching, panorama construction [11], and object 

tracking are all made possible by OpenCV's feature 

extraction and matching tools, which are available to 

academics and engineers. Scale-Invariant Feature 

Transform (SIFT) [12]and Oriented FAST and Rotated 

BRIEF (ORB) are two algorithms that improve the accuracy 

and resilience of feature-based applications. 

OpenCV interfaces with popular machine learning 

frameworks like TensorFlow and PyTorch without a hitch, 

making it easier to create complex computer vision models 

[13], [14]. Modern deep learning models may now be 

implemented and used by practitioners for a variety of 

applications, including semantic segmentation and image 

classification. 

Object detection and recognition: Support for object 

detection and recognition [5], [15], [16] is one of OpenCV's 

unique characteristics. The library offers pre-trained models 

for well-liked object detection algorithms, such as deep 

learning-based techniques and Haar cascades. Because of 

OpenCV's flexibility, programmers may include these 

models in a variety of applications, including those that 

recognize faces, pedestrians, and more. 

Applications: Robotics, healthcare, autonomous vehicles, 

augmented reality, and surveillance are just a few of the 

industries where [17], [18] OpenCV is used. It is a 

cornerstone technology for the Fourth Industrial Revolution 

since it is crucial in enabling machines to receive and 

analyse visuals. 

Related Works 

This section examines some of the research on CNN-based 

automatic age and gender prediction based on facial photos.  

This paper's authors [19] attempted to categorize human age 

and gender at both the coarser and finer levels. To classify 

data at a finer level, a 3-sigma control limit final 

classification is utilized instead of a feed-forward 

propagation neural network. Children, middle-aged adults, 

and elderly adults are included in the classification of age 

groups. The experiment's excellent efficiency is proved 

using benchmark database photos.  

In this work [20], there are two types of testing: file-based 

testing and camera-based testing [6]. When testing is done 

using files, RGB, grayscale, or histogram equalized 

grayscale images are employed, and the RGB photos 

produce results that are more accurate than those of the other 

images. While RGB photos perform poorly in camera-based 

tests, CNN trained on grayscale images performs better. 

In this research [2], a convolutional neural network (CNN)-

based technique for predicting age and gender from facial 

photos is proposed. The IMDB-WIKI dataset, which 

contains information such as acquisition data, DOB, gender, 

and face detector face score, was employed in this study. 

Age estimation is aided by regression, while gender 

prediction is accomplished through categorization. 

The convolutional neural network (CNN) technique was 

used in the research [21]as a platform for face detection and 

gender classification. The authors use an IMDB dataset. The 

TensorFlow Framework and Keras are used to implement 

the neural network successfully. 
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According to the paper [9], working with a small training set 

yields better results. This paper proposes the Feature 

Extraction based Face Recognition, Gender and Age 

Classification (FEBFRGAC) method. Based on facial 

image analysis, the Posteriori class probability classifier 

aids in determining a person's gender and the ANN model 

aids in determining their age. 

In this work[22], the divide-and-rule strategy is utilized to 

forecast the age estimation using the ageing network 

(AgeNet) approach, which builds an age-estimated deep 

CNN based on classification and regression. 

The algorithm used in the study [23] for video-based age 

and gender recognition with a specially trained variant of 

the Mobile Net convolution network with two outputs, the 

authors also compared existing neural-net models. For such 

data collectors as Kinect, IJB-A, Indian Movie, and 

EmotiW, the experimental findings are provided. The 

strategy enables the boost the age and gender recognition 

accuracy by 2-5% and 5-10%, respectively, in comparison 

to other standard methods. 

In [24] this study, keystroke dynamics data from 50 people 

were collected on an Android smartphone using open-

source data tools. From the raw data, 21 frequently utilized 

keystroke dynamics features were selected. While the 

remaining data was used for classification, the acquired data 

was used to train a Random Forest algorithm using four 

different training sample sizes. The method was then used 

to rank 21 various keystroke dynamics features in order of 

relevance. The findings demonstrated that each variable has 

a different level of significance in predicting age group and 

gender. Although research on predictive keystroke 

dynamics has been done using computer keyboards, 

literature on the same topic utilizing touchscreen 

smartphone virtual keyboards has also been published. 

3. Methodology  

We trained our model using Python and then converted it 

into a tensor flow lite format which can be used by Android 

devices. 

We then created an application using Android, which reads 

images from the camera and then sends them to the model 

for classification. The suggested age detection workflow is 

depicted in Fig. 1. And Fig.2.   

The phone camera begins to capture video images from the 

Android camera into the system's input is the first step. In 

the frame selection block, isolated frames are chosen at a set 

rate (about 10–20 times per second) from the video stream. 

The face region that is executed in the appropriate block 

must then be fixed, leaving nothing else.  

The following step is reducing to a single scale all of the 

received images of a person on a single frame. Additionally, 

it is frequently utilized to subtract the mean image (image 

mean subtraction) from each image of a face [14]. The 

recognition of each frame using the CNN model comes in 

next. As a result, the SoftMax layer (1) is used to derive the 

estimations of posterior probabilities. 

The functionality of the TensorFlow library is used to do 

recognition. A final recognition solution is implemented in 

favour of the corresponding class based on the data that is 

the output of the classifier fully connected block. 

 

 

Fig.1. Shows our methodology for the application 

 

Fig. 2. Shows the model being loaded to the phone for use. 

3.1. Dataset  

CASIA African Facial Dataset 

We made use of The CASIA African Facial database and 

the images in the database were taken in Kaduna, Nigeria, 

which is an African country. Approximately 1150 

individuals took part in the practice of capture. The dataset 

has different ethnic Nigeria tribes, for this experiment, we 

made use of the Hausa ethnic group. The images in the 

database comprise a total of 38,546 images from 1,183 

subjects. We made use of a total of 5392 facial images 

distributed to ages 10-20, table 1 shows the age distribution 
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of the dataset. 

Table 1 shows the dataset instances 

Age  Amount 

10-12 92 

13-17 1805 

18-20 3587 

Total 5392 

 

 

Fig.3. Shows the graphical illustration of the dataset used. 

 

3.2. Experimental Setup 

Using Jupyter Notebook, we put the suggested strategy into 

practice. Intel 12 gen I-core 7 with 10 cores has been used 

for training the networks. For the learning rate was set to 

0.001 and the momentum to 0.9. We used SoftMax for the 

last layer for classification and accuracy as the performance 

metric. 

We also choose the Android studio as our IDE for the 

development of the application. 

3.3. Training  

The training was carried out using an image size of 5392 

images, divided into an 85:15 ratio, 85% was used for 

training and 15% was used for testing. We passed an input 

image size of 224*224 which will be passed to the 

convolutional layer for feature extraction and then the 

features extracted will be passed to the fully connected 

layers for classification. The last output had 3 nodes for the 

three class groups (adult, teenager and child). 

 

Fig.4. Shows the graphical illustration of  our custom CNN 

model  used. 

3.4. Facial Age Group Classification 

 After training the model, the model is now converted from 

the keras h2 file to the TensorFlow Lite model and the label 

is set into a text file.The model.ts file and the label.txt file 

are then put into the asset folder in the Android application, 

the classifierqunatizedmobilenet class is responsible for 

loading the dataset from the asset folder using the codes in 

fig.3.  

The image is then captured in real-time using the device's 

camera, and then passed into the image Shape array for the 

tensors feature and inference on the image is done using 

the recognize Image method, from which the class will be 

determined based on the outputted probabilistic score 

which is between 0-1 for each age group based on the 

image captured.

 

Fig.5. shows the code for loading the model to the 

application 

We then declared a unique id for the class labels to be 

predicted (adult, teenager and child), and a name for the 

class, using confidence. 
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Fig.6 shows the image transformation to tensors for the 

model classification 

The code above reads the image size and shape and converts 

it into a tensor flow array for the classification process. 

 

Fig.7. shows the codes responsible for classification based 

on the confidence score 

4. Results 

4.1.  Model Performance 

 In the training and validation process, the model performed 

very well with an accuracy of 98%, the confusion matrix has 

shown the model correctly classified the child age group and 

miscalculated 6 teenagers as adults and two adults as 

teenagers. 

  

 

Fig.7. shows the training and loss per epoch on the training 

and testing 

We can see the model performed very well in the training 

process we obtained an accuracy of 98%. 

The fig.8. shows the confusion matrix and the classification 

per class label in the dataset 

 

Fig.8. shows the confusion matrix  

From the confusion matrix, we can see that the model 

predicted all the children correctly, it predicted 265 

teenagers correctly and 6 as adults given the 'closeness' of 

teenagers to adults it is easy to mistake them even for 

humans. It classified the 537 adults correctly and two adults 

as teenagers. 

 

 Fig.9. shows the accuracy by class  

 From the above fig. we see the model had an accuracy of 

98% for teenagers. 

4.2. Testing on an Android device  

We ran the application on an Android emulator using pixel 

XL and the results are presented below.  

 

Fig.10. shows the application classifying in Realtime using 

emulator. 
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We also tested the application on a real android device using 

tecno f1   as seen in the figure .7. the application accurately 

predicted new test data. 

 

Fig.11. shows the application classifying in Realtime using 

emulator. 

5. Conclusion 

This study looked at how to classify a person's age group 

automatically from real-time face photos using a mobile 

device in real-time. Face age classification was performed 

using the TensorFlow lite model on an android phone for 

classifying  age groups. The output layer for age group 

classification network displays three classes, namely 

“Adult”, “Teenager” and “child” with the overall accuracy 

provided by the method was 98.89%. The use of Android 

mobile apps for age prediction exemplifies how technology 

and human curiosity have come together. These apps offer 

an interesting and approachable view into the future, despite 

the fact that their veracity and scientific foundation may 

differ. It will be fascinating to observe the continued 

advancement and potential applications of age prediction 

technology beyond its current entertainment value as the 

discipline of computer vision and machine learning 

continues to improve.  

Future works, we would also like to encourage age 

prediction as a continuous value (age:21), emotion detection 

and sentiment analysis to this work. 
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